KEEPING OUR WORLD SAFE
Since 1982

ANTI-BALLISTIC FURNITURE
Lecterns/Podiums/panels/Office Cubicles

www.executivewood.com
866.397.3047
Made In USA
Executive Wood Products
The Leader in Ballistic Protection
Since 1982

- Certified In Active Shooter Preparedness by Homeland Security – National Protection and Programs Directorate, Office of Infrastructure Protection
- Family Owned, 100% American Made, U.S. Based Corporation
- Government Contractor Since 1995
- Largest Single Supplier of Lecterns and Podiums to the U.S. Government
- Leader in the Ballistic Furniture and Furnishings Market
- International Supplier to Foreign Governments and Businesses in 37 Countries
- All Designs, Engineering, and Construction Done in House
- White Glove Delivery and Installation Available
We are the premier manufacturer anti-ballistic office furniture and fixtures, including anti-ballistic resistant panels. Our products can be found in federal buildings and courts, county courts, international airports, churches and casinos. All of our products are proudly made in the U.S.A. in our centrally located 43,000 square foot production center in Sullivan, Missouri.

Executive Wood Products is the direct manufacturer of a complete line of high quality lecterns and podiums. We have been manufacturing lecterns since 1982 and ballistic-resistant versions since 2006.

We offer a complete line of sound and non-sound lecterns, multimedia style lecterns, height adjustable models, and ballistic resistant podiums. We are proud to be the leading supplier of lecterns and podiums to the Federal government in the category of Furniture/Lecterns (71-304) and have a long list of satisfied customers.

We have skilled craftsmen that are passionate about their trade and we would be delighted to be the supplier of your ballistic resistant podium as well as any future ballistic resistant needs which you may have.
Preparedness And Infrastructure Are Your Only Defense

- Assess the Possible Scenarios of an Attack
- Develop a Plan with Procedures
  - Put Your Plan in Writing
  - Practice with Drills
- Create an Infrastructure with Safe Havens, both Stationary and Mobile
The Protector Step-In

The front and both sides of the Protector Step-In are protected for three-sided security with clear ballistic glass above the podium surface for secure visibility. The design of the Step-In also enhances the side protection for increased side coverage. We incorporate our Threat Elimination Technology™ to provide the safest system available, which includes a seamless design for total protection between the upper clear material and the ballistic material encased within the body of the podium. The Protector Step-In features a laminate work surface, your choice of solid hardwoods, a locking drawer, flat panel doors, an adjustable shelf for a variety of equipment applications, Easy Glide™ System for easy maneuverability, and grommets throughout for wire chases.

Our system stands out from the competition in safety, quality, and beauty. Our Protector is the design of choice and is currently serving many Federal facilities, courts, airports, casinos and other private sectors.

The Protector Step-In is available with the following options:

- 12", 18", 22" or 28" Clear Ballistic Material
- 44" or 60" in width
The Protector

The front and both sides are protected for 3 sided security using Certified NIJ Level III ballistic material. Clear ballistic material above the podium provides visibility.

We incorporate our Threat Elimination Technology™ to provide the safest system available, which includes a seamless design for total protection between the upper clear material and the lower ballistic material encased within the body of the podium.

Although the ballistic material is paramount, we have also stepped up the functionality and beauty of the lectern itself.

The Protector features a large laminate work surface, your choice of solid hardwoods, a locking drawer (2 locking drawers on the 60" wide model), flat panel doors which provide ample room for equipment, an adjustable shelf, heavy duty 4" casters (2 locking), and grommets throughout for wire chases.

Finally, the Protector features our Easy Glide Technology™, which aids in transport of the unit should it ever need to be repositioned. This feature also allows the unit to be moved towards, or away, from a threat during an attack and can even be used in a rescue situation.

The Protector is available with the following options:

- 12", 18", 22", or 28" Clear Ballistic Material
- 44" or 60" in width

Product Dimensions:

PRO344: 44"w x 33.5"d x 42.5 (to Work Surface) plus Clear Ballistic Material (Final height 56", 62", 66" or 72" depending on glass choice)

PRO360: 60"w x 33.5"d x 42.5 (to Work Surface) plus Clear Ballistic Material (Final height 56", 62", 66" or 72" depending on glass choice)
The Protector Command Center

The Protector Command Center was designed with a large presence and establishes a post that is capable of protecting multiple staff members in the event of an attack. The huge work surface can accommodate two officer stations and has room for multiple monitors with surface area to spare.

The Protector Command Center is encased in the front and both sides with NIJ 3 rated materials including clear anti-ballistic material above the podium surface for enhanced protection and excellent visibility. We incorporate our Threat Elimination Technology™ to provide the safest system available, which includes a seamless design for total protection between the upper clear material and the ballistic material encased within the body of the podium.

Our Protector is the design of choice and is currently serving many federal facilities, courts, airports, casinos and other private sectors.

The Protector Command Center features two large locking desk drawers for convenient secure storage, a large laminate work surface, your choice of solid hardwoods, an open back design with adjustable shelf, locking drawer, heavy duty casters (2 locking), and grommets throughout for wire chases. We have also encased all lower ballistic material so your staff and guests will only see a clean finished appearance inside and out.

Finally, the Protector Command Center features our Easy Glide Technology™, which aids in transport of the unit should it ever need to be repositioned. This feature also allows the unit to be moved towards, or away, from a threat during an attack and can even be used in a rescue situation.

Choose 12", 18", 22" or 28" of Clear Ballistic Material.

Overall Dimensions:

CMD360: 60"w x 33.5"d x 42.5"h (to work surface) plus Clear Ballistic Material (Final height 56", 62", 66" or 72" depending on glass choice)
The Stealth Defender

The Stealth Defender is designed to covertly protect your staff from shots up to and including 7.62mm rifle rounds from an AK47, AR15, and .308. Concealed inside without detection is three sided protection utilizing Certified NIJ Level III ballistic resistant materials.

The Stealth Defender features a large laminate work surface, your choice of solid hardwood, a locking drawer, an adjustable shelf inside, heavy duty casters (2 locking), and grommets throughout for cable management. Ballistic material is encased in hardwood so the ballistic material is not detectable within this podium.

Product Dimensions:

DEF339: 39”w x 27”d x 51”h (42 1/2” to work surface)
Presidential Anti-Ballistic (PRES500-AB)

- Solid wood in your chosen wood species
- Fabric covered top – choice of blue, red, or black
- Supple leather covered handrails
- Drop Down Work Surface – angled for lecture or flat for laptop computer use
- Work surface also lifts for folder and paper storage underneath
- Full depth shelf for storage inside
- Ample storage throughout podium for additional equipment
- The front and both sides are protected for 3 sided security using Certified NIJ Level III ballistic material
- 4 Casters (2 locking)
- Dimensions: 26.5”w x 23.75”d x 51”h
Imagine a gunman looking down this hallway as your children are being led out of the school...

UNPROTECTED AND VULNERABLE.

Now, imagine that gunman looking down the same hallway as your children are being led SAFELY out of the school...

PROTECTED BY 3 ANTI-BALLISTIC PANELS.
Transparent or Solid
Anti-Ballistic
Rolling Panels

- Ability to be placed side by side
- Can be used to move toward or away from a threat
- Fully lockable swivel casters
- A-B glass or solid A-B steel with tackable fabric covered core or encased in finished cherry stained to your desired color
- Glass panels can be placed in front of an existing window to provide protection without major reconstruction of the space
Tactical Tackable Anti-Ballistic Panel

The Tactical Tackable is a beautiful portable anti-ballistic panel which provides 24 square feet of ballistic resistant protection to aid in an active shooter situation. This is an affordable unit designed for schools, banks, federal buildings, courts, recruiting centers, businesses, airports, anywhere that draws a potential shooting threat.

Executive Wood Products has been manufacturing ballistic resistant products since 2006. We design our anti-ballistic products to be multi-functional so that they appear as normal office furniture. This design feature gives our customers an advantage to help save lives. Our panels are more effective because the shooting threat will not account for their anti-ballistic capability.

The Tactical Tackable is 75"h x 48"w x 3.25"d. (Feet with rolling casters increases depth to 32") Inside each panel is ballistic resistant steel, which is certified under the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) at a rating level of III. This NIJ Level III rated material is designed to stop multiple shots from a 7.62mm (.308) sniper rifle or smaller, stopping an arsenal of weaponry. NIJ Level III is the same requirement often requested by the United States Military.
Tactical Scholar Anti-Ballistic Panel

The Tactical Scholar is a beautiful portable anti-ballistic panel which provides 24 square feet of ballistic resistant protection to aid in an active shooter situation. This is an affordable unit designed for schools, banks, federal buildings, courts, recruiting centers, businesses, airports, anywhere that draws a potential shooting threat.

Executive Wood Products has been manufacturing ballistic resistant products since 2006. We design our anti-ballistic products to be multi-functional so that they appear as normal office furniture. This design feature gives our customers an advantage to help save lives. Our panels are more effective because the shooting threat will not account for their anti-ballistic capability.

The Tactical Scholar is 75”h x 48”w x 3.25”d. (Feet with rolling casters increase depth to 32”). Inside each panel is ballistic resistant steel, which is certified under the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) at a rating level of III. This NIJ Level III rated material is designed to stop multiple shots from a 7.62mm (.308) sniper rifle or smaller, stopping an arsenal of weaponry. NIJ Level III is the same requirement often requested by the United States Military.
Free-Standing L Panel

This project was completed for 5 courthouses that required additional anti-ballistic security barriers

- Client requested a non-mobile unit that would protect as well as direct the flow of foot traffic
- NIJ III protection in the glass and the base
- Covered in walnut to give an elegant appearance and match existing decor
- Does not look like a security barrier
Wall-Mounted Panel

This project was completed for 5 courthouses that required additional anti-ballistic security barriers

- Client requested a wall-mounted panel that would protect the security screener against a threat
- NIJ III protection in the glass and the base
- Covered in walnut to give an elegant appearance and match existing decor
- Does not look like a security barrier
NIJ III, Conveyor Side Panel

Used in Federal Buildings, Post Offices, Courthouses, Airports, Police Stations, Hospitals, School/Universities and other public spaces where conveyor systems are used

- Custom panel designed for screening staff as a safe haven from gunfire from the parking lot. The entrance of the building is all glass and the security staff was vulnerable
- NIJ III rated anti-ballistic, conveyor side panel trimmed in hardwood to match interior decor
- Used as a safe haven for screening staff
Anti-Ballistic Signs

• Provides quick cover in terminals while giving the appearance of a informative display

• NIJ rated armored steel

• Affordable with little to no installation required